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ABSTRACT: Adhesion G protein-coupled receptors (aGPCRs) have extracellular
regions (ECRs) containing GPCR autoproteolysis-inducing (GAIN) domains. The
GAIN domain enables the ECR to self-cleave into N- and C-terminal fragments.
However, the impact of force on the GAIN domain’s conformation, critical for
mechanosensitive aGPCR activation, remains unclear. Our study investigated the
mechanical stability of GAIN domains in three aGPCRs (B, G, and L subfamilies)
at a loading rate of 1 pN/s. We discovered that forces of a few piconewtons can
destabilize the GAIN domains. In autocleaved aGPCRs ADGRG1/GPR56 and
ADGRL1/LPHN1, these forces cause the GAIN domain detachment from the
membrane-proximal Stachel sequence, preceded by partial unfolding. In non-
cleavable aGPCR ADGRB3/BAI3 and cleavage-deficient mutant ADGRG1/
GPR56-T383G, complex mechanical unfolding of the GAIN domain occurs.
Additionally, GAIN domain detachment happens during cell migration. Our findings support the mechanical activation hypothesis of
aGPCRs, emphasizing the sensitivity of the GAIN domain structure and detachment to physiological force ranges.
KEYWORDS: adhesion GPCR, GAIN domain unfolding, GAIN domain dissociation, GPR56, LPHN1, BAI3

G protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) are transmembrane
receptors, and the majority of them are activated by

extracellular ligands. The binding of these ligands induces a
conformational change in the receptor’s extracellular region or
seven transmembrane (7TM) domains. This crucial process
facilitates cellular signaling and has undergone thorough
investigation.1

GPCRs are classified into five major families.2−5 The
adhesion GPCRs (aGPCRs) are the second largest family,
with 33 mammalian homologues.2 Most aGPCRs have a large
extracellular N-terminal region (ECR) that enables adhesive
interactions with the extracellular matrix (ECM) or neighbor-
ing cell membrane proteins.6−9 Thirty-two of the 33
mammalian aGPCRs feature a conserved GPCR autoproteol-
ysis-inducing (GAIN) domain with a GPCR proteolysis site
(GPS) embedded within it.8,10,11 The GAIN domain contains
a tethered agonist element (Stachel), essential for aGPCR
activation.12,13

In some aGPCRs, the GAIN domain is capable of
undergoing autoproteolysis, resulting in the formation of two
noncovalently associated fragments: the N-terminal fragment
(NTF) and the rest of the receptor, which is referred to as the
C-terminal fragment (CTF).11,14−17 The CTF consists of the
Stachel that is connected to the first transmembrane helix of
the 7TM domain.8,12,13 However, self-cleavage is not a general
feature of aGPCRs as the GAIN domains of a few aGPCRs are
incapable of self-proteolysis (see reviews in refs 9 and 18).

aGPCRs are crucial in various biological processes such as
neuronal development, immune cell function, and cancer
progression.19−23 However, their activation mechanisms are
incompletely understood. Activation requires an endogenous
Stachel within the GAIN domain.12,13 Two models explain
Stachel exposure: the dissociation (one-and-done) model,
involving NTF/CTF heterodimer disruption,12,24−26 and the
nondissociation (tunable) model, with partial allosteric move-
ments in intact NTF/CTF aGPCR heterodimers.10,13,17,27,28

Recent structural studies support both scenarios,29−35 and the
existence of self-cleavable and noncleavable aGPCRs highlights
the feasibility of both models, complicating pharmacological
advances.
Several self-cleavable25,36−40 and noncleavable41 aGPCRs

show sensitivity to mechanical stimuli applied to their NTFs,
indicating mechanical activation as an adequate mode of
activation. However, the exact mechanism of this mechanical
activation process remains unknown. A mechanical activation
model has been proposed, where force-induced NTF/CTF
dissociation exposes the Stachel to activate aGPCRs.42−45
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Similarly, mechanical activation can also explain nondissocia-
tive aGPCR activation, where forces applied to NTFs may
allosterically change the GAIN domains conformation and
transiently expose the Stachel.17,41

It remains unclear whether the typical physiological range of
forces, which vary from a few piconewtons (pN) to tens of
pN,46,47 can induce NTF/CTF dissociation or significant
conformational changes in the GAIN domains. To bridge this
knowledge gap between mechanical activation models of
aGPCRs and their physiological functions, we investigated the
force-response of the GAIN domains of three representative
aGPCRs, including ADGRG1/GPR56 and ADGRL1/LPHN1,
which both possess cleavability but different GAIN domain
organizations, as well as ADGRB3/BAI3, which has a
noncleavable GAIN domain. We applied forces to individual
GAIN domains and recorded their force-dependent dissocia-
tion/conformational changes using an in-house constructed
magnetic-tweezers setup.48,49 We also investigated the effect of
cell migration on the dissociation of the NTF/CTF of GPR56
by using a surface-bound artificial ligand that forms a covalent
bond with the N-terminus of GPR56.

Our results reveal that (1) the subdomains in the GAIN
domain undergo structural unfolding within forces of a few
pN; (2) for aGPCRs with cleavable GAIN domain, NTF/CTF
dissociation occurs following domain partial unfolding; and (3)
the NTF/CTF dissociation can occur during cell migration
when the aGPCR-extracellular matrix (ECM) linkage is
sufficiently stable. Our results provide a physical basis that
sheds light on the two mechanical activation models and how
cell migration could play a role in the activation of the
receptors.

■ DISSOCIATION OF GPR56 AND LPHN1 DURING
FORCE LOADING

Figure 1 shows illustrations of the experimental design and
protein constructs used in this study. The cleavable GPR56
construct contains a cleavable GAIN domain, with two α-
helices in its GAIN A subdomain.50 The cleavable LPHN1
construct contains a GAIN domain consisting of a six-helix
GAIN A subdomain and a GAIN B subdomain with similar
corresponding structures to those in the noncleavable BAI3.11

BAI3 construct includes an additional HormR domain at the
N-terminus.

Figure 1. System setup and tethered configuration of GPR56, LPHN1, and BAI3. (A) An aGPCR’s GAIN domain tethered between a 2.8-μm-
diameter superparamagenetic bead is subjected to an external force exerted by a pair of permanent magnets. (B) The GAIN domains of GPR56,
LPHN1, and BAI3 are depicted in the illustration. The GPS are located within the GAIN B subdomains.

Figure 2. NTF/CTF dissociation of GAIN domains of GPR56 and LPHN1. (A) Representative force−bead height curves of four tethers for
GPR56’s GAIN domain during force loading until NTF/CTF dissociation. Black arrow: NTF-CTF dissociation event; red arrowhead: GAIN
domain unfolding event. (B) Representative force−bead height curves of four independent tethers for LPHN1’s GAIN domain during force loading
until NTF/CTF dissociation. Black arrow: NTF-CTF dissociation event; red arrowhead: GAIN domain unfolding event. (C) Box plots of forces
where NTF/CTF dissociation events were observed, which provides information on the medians and IQRs. The means are indicated. A fixed
loading rate of 1.0 ± 0.1 pN/s was applied.
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Each construct has a biotinylated AVI tag at the N-terminus
and a SpyTag at the C-terminus. The C-terminus is
immobilized to a SpyCatcher-coated coverslip surface,51

while the N-terminus is linked to a 2.8-μm-diameter
superparamagnetic microbead (Figure 1). Forces are applied
to individual protein tethers using a magnetic tweezers
setup,48,49 by attaching one end of the microbead to a pair
of permanent magnets placed above the chamber. The
magnitude of the force is controlled by adjusting the
magnet−bead distance, and the change in bead height from
the coverslip surface is recorded at nanometer resolution with a
sampling rate of 200 Hz. Details of the single-molecule
manipulation using magnetic tweezers are available in our
previous publications48,49 and are also briefly shown in
Supplementary Text S1.
We first examined the mechanical response of the GPR56’s

GAIN domain to an increasing force at a loading rate of 1.0 ±
0.1 pN/s. Figure 2A displays representative bead height
changes from four independent tethers. The curves are shifted
along the y-axis for better visualization. We note that while the
change in bead height is a result of both bead rotation and
extension change of the molecule during force change, the
bead height change during a stepwise change is equivalent to
the molecular extension change.49

At this loading rate, the force−bead height data reveal
structural transitions at forces between 5 and 10 pN, indicated
by stepwise height changes (Figure 2A). The tethers were
broken when the forces were further increased. The same type
of experiments conducted for LPHN1 revealed similar
mechanical responses over a similar force range (Figure 2B).

Figure 2C summarizes the NTF/CTF dissociation forces
obtained for more than 10 tethers for each construct. The
forces were found distributed with interquartile range (IQR)
from 10 to 20 pN for the GPR56’s GAIN domain and 14−17
pN for LPHN1’s GAIN domain. These results suggest that
NTF/CTF dissociation for both GPR56 and LPHN1 occurs
within a comparable force range of 10−20 pN at our loading
rate.

■ FORCE-DEPENDENT GAIN DOMAIN STRUCTURAL
CHANGES OF GPR56 AND LPHN1

As shown in Figure 2, extensive structural changes of the
GAIN of GPR56 and LPHN1 occurred at forces before NTF/
CTF dissociation, indicated by stepwise extension increases
(unfolding) during force loading. These force-dependent
unfolding events (more than 50) from more than 10 tethers
are represented in force-step size graphs (Figure 3A), box plots
of the unfolding forces (Figure 3B), and unfolding step sizes
(Figure 3C).
The data show that the majority of unfolding forces for both

GAIN domains occur over a force range from 5 to 10 pN. The
step sizes mainly range from 10 to 30 nm. Notably, the domain
unfolding forces are smaller than the NTF/CTF dissociation
forces, as can be seen by the comparison between Figures 2C
and 3B. By analyzing the unfolding step sizes and considering
the sizes of the GAIN A and GAIN B subdomains of GPR56,
the unfolding signals preceding the NTF/CTF dissociation
involve partial unfolding of the GAIN B subdomain
(Supplementary Text S2). The similar unfolding signals
observed for LPHN1 preceding the NTF/CTF dissociation

Figure 3. Force-induced unfolding of GAIN domains of GRP56 and LPHN1. (A) Two-dimensional scatter plot depicting the force-step size data
for the unfolding steps preceding the dissociation of NTF/CTF. (B and C) Box plots of forces (B) and step sizes (C) where unfolding events were
observed, which provides information on the medians and IQRs. The means are indicated. A fixed loading rate of 1.0 ± 0.1 pN/s was applied.

Figure 4. Force-induced unfolding of the GAIN domain of BAI3. (A) The panel shows representative bead height-force curves obtained from
successive force loading processes at a loading rate of 1.0 ± 0.1 pN/s. Multiple steps of unfolding events were observed in each force loading
process. Two unfolding steps (red and purple arrows), which sometimes combined into a single step of unfolding (orange arrow), occurred at
forces from 5 to 10 pN. In some force-loading cycles, the unfolded BAI3 failed in complete refolding during holding the tether for 30 s at 1 pN
before the next force-loading process, which is indicated by a greater bead height (green arrow). (B) The panel shows a 2D scatter plot of the
force−step size data for the unfolding events. Data within the orange circles represent the first unfolding events, which are similar to those observed
for the GAIN domains of GPR56 and LPHN1 prior to NTF/CTF dissociation. Data in gray indicate the second unfolding event, while data within
the purple circle correspond to the combination of two unfolding steps into a single step.
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suggest that it may also involve the partial unfolding of the
GAIN B subdomain.
To investigate the relationship between force-induced GAIN

domain unfolding and NTF/CTF dissociation, we introduced
the T383G mutation in GPR56.11 The mutated GAIN domain
remained intact up to 50 pN (Figure S1A-B). Similar to wild-
type GPR56, we also observed the partial unfolding of the
GAIN B subdomain in GPR56-T383G, characterized by a
circled cluster of data with an unfolding force ranging between
5 and 10 pN and an unfolding step size between 10 and 30 nm
(Figure S1B−D). Notably, higher forces and larger step sizes
led to unfolding events outside the cluster, suggesting
additional unfolding in the remaining GAIN B subdomain of
GPR56-T383G (Figure S1B−D). This further unfolding was
prevented in wild-type GPR56 due to NTF/CTF dissociation.

■ MECHANICAL RESPONSES OF BAI3 GAIN
DOMAIN DURING FORCE LOADING

As the GAIN domain of BAI3 is not cleavable, our examination
of the BAI3 GAIN domain focused on force-dependent
conformational changes. Since the GAIN domain is not
cleaved, it can be repeatedly unfolded and refolded. Figure 4A
displays representative force−bead height curves obtained
from a BAI3 construct subjected to multiple consecutive force-
loading processes. Following each loading, the force was
reduced to 1 pN for 30 s to allow the domains to refold.
The curves show complex multiple stages of unfolding

signals during each force-loading process. When the force
exceeds 30 pN, the curves overlap, indicating complete
unfolding of all the structural elements within the GAIN.
Based on the force-dependent step sizes and assuming a typical
bending persistence of 0.8 nm for low-force response of
polypeptide polymers,48,52 it is estimated that more than 280
amino acids of polypeptide were released after unfolding

(Supplementary Text S2). This suggests that the majority of
GAIN and HormR domains of BAI3, comprising around 366
amino acid residues, unfold at forces above 30 pN.
At forces between 5 and 10 pN, there are two unfolding

steps, which are sometimes combined into a single step of
unfolding. The step sizes of the first unfolding steps ranging
from 10−30 nm are similar to the partial unfolding signals
observed for GPR56 and LPHN1 preceding the NTF/CTF
dissociation (circled orange data cluster in Figure 4B, obtained
from over 10 tethers).

■ DIRECT VISUALIZATION OF GAIN DOMAIN
CLEAVAGE DURING CELL MIGRATION

The NTFs of aGPCRs contain domains that are capable of
associating with the ECM or membrane receptors on other
cells. This association is necessary to establish the mechanical
stretching of aGPCRs. We tested whether force transmitted on
such a linkage would result in NTF/CTF dissociation during
cell migration, using a cell-based assay that allows for direct
visualization of the dissociation of NTF and CTF of GPR56.
An artificial covalent ligand was used to form a stable linkage
between the NTF and ECM.
We created two GPR56 constructs: Spy-GPR56-WT-GFP

and Spy-GPR56-T383A-GFP. We inserted a SpyTag between
the signal peptide and the pentraxin and laminin/neurexin/sex
hormone-binding globulin-like (PLL) domain and added a
GFP tag after the 7TM domains in both constructs (Figure
5A). The Spy-GPR56-T383A-GFP contains a mutated non-
cleavable GAIN domain,53 while Spy-GPR56-WT-GFP’s
GAIN domain was cleavable. We confirmed the cleavage
ability of Spy-GPR56-WT-GFP and the inability of Spy-
GPR56-T383A-GFP to undergo GAIN domain cleavage
through independent Western blot analysis (Figure 5B).

Figure 5. GPR56 NTF/CTF dissociation during cell migration. (A) Schematic of the GPR56 fusion protein used in the study. The extracellular
domain of GPR56 consists of a signal peptide (sp), a SpyTag, a Pentraxin/Laminin/neurexin/sex-hormone-binding-globulin-Like (PLL), and a
GAIN domain. The GAIN domain is cleaved between amino acids 382 and 383 at a conserved GPS. A noncleavable mutant of GPR56 (Spy-
GPR56-T383A-GFP) was created suppressing cleavage of the GAIN domain. (B) Western blot of whole-cell lysates from HFF cells expressing
either the wild-type GPR56 construct (Spy-GPR56-WT-GFP) or the noncleavable construct (Spy-GPR56-T383A-GFP). (C) HFF cells were
transfected with either Spy-GPR56-WT-GFP or Spy-GPR56-T383A-GFP constructs and then spread and migrated on surfaces coated with FN
+Spy. NTF-CTF dissociation was measured by loss of colocalization of the C-terminal fragment, which is visualized by GFP (green), and N-
terminal fragment, which is visualized by the staining of antibody targeting NTF (red). Scale bars: 30 μm for merge, 10 μm for zoom-in. (D)
Pearson’s correlation coefficient between the N-terminal fragment (GPR56-N) and the C-terminal fragment (GPR56-C) of GPR56 in the
conditions of c (N > 5).
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We transfected human foreskin fibroblast (HFF) cells, which
do not express endogenous GPR56, with either Spy-GPR56-
WT-GFP or Spy-GPR56-T383A-GFP. The cells were then
seeded onto fibronectin mixed with SpyCatcher, referred to as
the FN+Spy surface, to provide an integrin-based substrate for
cell migration. SpyCatcher acted as an artificial ligand that
could covalently associate with the SpyTag on the NTFs of
Spy-GPR56-WT-GFP and Spy-GPR56-T383A-GFP. The
resulting covalent bond between SpyCatcher and SpyTag
allowed the cleaved NTFs to be retained on the surface for
later immunostaining analysis.
Our observations indicate that Spy-GPR56-WT-GFP was

clearly cleaved on the FN+Spy surface, as shown by the
miscolocalization of the receptor’s N-terminal and C-terminal
regions. In contrast, cells expressing the noncleavable Spy-
GPR56-T383A-GFP exhibited well-co-localized N-terminal
and C-terminal regions on the FN+Spy surfaces (Figure 5C).
Pearson’s correlation coefficients supported these findings
(Figure 5D). These results indicate that NTF/CTF dissocia-
tion occurred during the cell migration.
In summary, we examined the mechanical responses of two

autocleavable aGPCRs (GPR56 and LPHN1), a noncleavable
aGPCR (BAI3), and a cleavage-deficient GPR56-T383G
mutant at a single-molecule level using magnetic tweezers.
We discovered that all three GAIN domains are sensitive to
forces ranging from a few to approximately 20 pN at a
physiologically relevant force-loading rate of 1 pN/s. NTF/
CTF dissociation for GPR56 and LPHN1 occurs at forces
between 10 and 20 pN, following the partial unfolding of the
GAINs. Using SpyCatcher as an artificial ligand, we
demonstrated dissociation of NTF from CTF in a cell
migration assay. Overall, these findings show that the GAIN
domains’ structural integrity is precisely regulated by pN forces
and forces produced during cell migration.
Understanding the forces that unfold the GAIN domain and

dissociate the NTF/CTF complex during force loading at a
rate of 1 pN/s is crucial in physiological contexts, as this
loading rate is highly physiologically relevant (Supplementary
Text S3). It is plausible that GAIN domain unfolding could
reveal the Stachel sequence and promote NTF/CTF subunit
dissociation,26 aligning with our observations in the cell
migration assay using a SpyCatcher−SpyTag linkage.
The observation of similar partial unfolding signals in the

GAIN domains preceding the dissociation of the Stachel
sequence from the GAIN B subdomains of GPR56 and
LPHN1 is intriguing. The differing sizes of their GAIN A
subdomains lead to distinct stretching geometries.54 While the
different stretching geometries are expected to have a
significant impact on the mechanical stability of protein
domains,55,56 it was not observed in the partial unfolding
signals of the GAIN domains in this study. This suggests a
potential transition pathway starting from the disruption of the
interaction between the GAIN A and GAIN B subdomains. As
a result, the GAIN B subdomain experiences consistent force
geometry (Figure S2), leading to similar partial unfolding
signals prior to Stachel sequence dissociation from the GAIN B
subdomain.
Our data suggest that the unfolding of the GAIN B

subdomain may facilitate the dissociation of the cleaved
Stachel sequence. The structural features of the GAIN B
subdomain, as seen in LPHN1 and BAI3,11 reveal that the
Stachel sequence is inserted into a deep pocket within the
GAIN B subdomain, stabilized with hydrophobic interactions

and multiple hydrogen bonds within the pocket (Figure S3).
Additionally, the Stachel sequence adopts a pre-extended
conformation under a shear-force geometry, which was
expected to result in mechanical stabilization (catch-bond
kinetics).56,57 Therefore, direct dissociation of the cleaved
Stachel sequence from the pocket without partial unfolding of
the GAIN B subdomain seems challenging. Hence, we propose
that partial unfolding of the GAIN B subdomain promotes
dissociation of the Stachel sequence by disrupting interactions
with surrounding residues in the GAIN B subdomain.
Based on current knowledge, the exposure of the cryptic

Stachel sequence within the GAIN B subdomain appears to be
crucial for activating aGPCRs.12,13 Intuitively, mechanical
dissociation of the Stachel sequence from the GAIN B
subdomain could fully expose the Stachel sequence, thereby
activating the aGPCRs.58 A recent study from one of our
laboratories suggests that NTF/CTF dissociation indeed
occurs in vivo and is necessary for the noncell-autonomous
effects of aGPCRs.26 However, the presence of various
mechanosensitive aGPCRs that possess a nonself-cleaved
GAIN B subdomain raises questions about the necessity of
GAIN B subdomain dissociation for the mechanical activation
of aGPCRs. It is possible that a partially unfolded GAIN B
subdomain could also expose enough of the Stachel sequence
to achieve activation as suggested before by us10,17,27 and
others.24,28

Our study shows that a 1 pN/s loading rate results in
conserved GAIN domain partial unfolding over pN forces for
all three aGPCRs tested by comparing mechanical properties
across subfamilies B, G, and L. Additionally, GPR56 and
LPHN1 display extensive GAIN domain partial unfolding
before NTF/CTF dissociation. In addition to the inves-
tigations of GPR56, LPHN1, and BAI3 presented in this work,
the mechanical response of another aGPCR, LPHN3, has been
studied by Zhong et al.59 They also observed a similar partial
unfolding event that precedes the NTF/CTF dissociation at
similar forces. These findings indicate that GAIN domain
mechanosensitivity during physiological stretching is likely a
conserved property among aGPCRs. The observed partial
GAIN domain unfolding preceding Stachel dissociation
suggests an intermediate state where the autocleaved Stachel
sequence becomes unstable. Although our data indicate that
the partial unfolding signal mainly involves the GAIN B
subdomain, it is likely that a disruption between GAIN A and
GAIN B subdomains also occurs.
While our study offers insights into the force-dependent

unfolding of the GAIN domain and NTF/CTF dissociation,
there are several limitations needed to be addressed in future
studies to further understand the physiological relevance of
these findings.
Our single-molecule study is limited to in vitro experiments,

while in vivo aGPCRs could experience a more complex
mechanical force environment, such as a wider range of loading
rate or limited force duration. Additionally, our single-molecule
study was conducted using purified GAIN domains. While this
aligns with a primary focus to investigate the mechanical
responses of the extracellular GAIN domains, we cannot
disregard the possibility that the nearby membrane might
create a distinct environment through nonspecific binding with
the GAIN domains, potentially affecting their mechanical
responses.
Furthermore, our cell spreading assay used an artificial

SpyCatcher ligand that forms a covalent bond with the NTF of
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GPR56, while physiological ligand−NTF interfaces are non-
covalent and have limited lifetimes. The force-dependent
lifetime of these interfaces remains undetermined, and
understanding it is crucial for interpreting the aGPCR-
mediated mechanosensing and mechanotransduction.
Although our observations do not explain how GAIN
unfolding and NTF/CTF dissociation lead to mechanical
activation of aGPCRs, previous studies suggest complementary
approaches60,61 for future investigation. Comprehensive
studies are required to fully understand the role of mechanical
activation in aGPCR signaling, which is the focus of our
ongoing research.
In conclusion, this study offers valuable insights into the

mechanical activation of aGPCRs.9,62 The findings indicate
that GAIN domain stability and NTF/CTF dissociation are
responsive to physiological tensile forces. Further research is
needed to establish the physiological relevance of and
comprehend the role of mechanical activation in aGPCR
signaling. This knowledge may aid in developing targeted
drugs and understanding the role of aGPCRs in diverse
physiological processes.

■ MAGNETIC TWEEZER-BASED SINGLE-MOLECULE
FORCE APPROACH

The single-molecule manipulation experiments were carried
out on a custom-built magnetic-tweezers setup63 that record
bead images at a 200 Hz sampling rate. The method we used
to calibrate forces has a 10% uncertainty due to the
heterogeneous manufactured bead sizes.49,63 The detailed
protocols of channel and sample preparation, magnetic tweezer
setup, and force calibration were published in our previous
studies49 and are briefly shown in Supplementary Text S1.
More details on protein expression and purification, cell

culture and transfection, immunofluorescence staining, West-
ern blot, and data analysis can be found in Supplementary Text
S4.
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